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Abstract
Load balancing is a method for distributing tasks onto multiple computers. For instance,
distributing incoming HTTP requests (tasks) for a web application onto multiple web servers.
The primary purpose of load balancing is to distribute the work load of an application onto
multiple computers, so the application can process a higher work load. Load balancing is a
way to scale an application. The research paper focuses on implementation of HBA (Honey
Bee algorithm) to find the best cost involved in finding path from source to destination. The
paper implements and records the reading obtained from conventional HBA and modified
HBA. The parameters utilized in the operational implementation can be dynamically changes
as per preference.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HBA (Honey Bee algorithm) is an optimization technique that simulates the foraging
behavior of honey bees, and has been successfully applied to various practical problems.
HBA belongs to the group of swarm intelligence algorithms and was proposed by Karaboga
in 2005 [10, 11].
A set of honey bees, called swarm, can successfully accomplish tasks through social
cooperation. In the HBA algorithm, there are three types of bees: employed bees, onlooker
bees, and scout bees [1, 2]. The employed bees search food around the food source in their
memory; meanwhile they share the information of these food sources to the onlooker bees.
The onlooker bees tend to select good food sources from those found by the employed bees
[15, 16]. The food source that has higher quality (fitness) will have a large chance to be
selected by the onlooker bees than the one of lower quality. The scout bees are translated
from a few employed bees, which abandon their food sources and search new ones [3, 4, 12].
In the HBA algorithm, the first half of the swarm consists of employed bees, and the second
half constitutes the onlooker bees [13, 19].
The number of employed bees or the onlooker bees is equal to the number of solutions in the
swarm [17, 18]. The HBA generates a randomly distributed initial population of SN solutions
(food sources), where SN denotes the swarm size [5, 6, 14].
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II. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The research work shown in this section elaborates the comparison done on the account of
calculating best cost involved in finding the best path from source to destination between
existing HBA algorithm and modified HBA algorithm.
Different parameters considered in calculating the best cost are mentioned as under.


nVar

-

Number of decision variables



VarMin

-

Lower Bound of Decision Variables



VarMax

-

Upper Bound of Decision Variables



MaxIt

-

Refers to maximum number of iterations



nScoutBee

-

Number of scout Bees



nSelectedSite

-

Number of selected sites



nEliteSite

-

Number of selected Elite sites



nSelectedSiteBee

-

Number of recruited bees for selected sites



nEliteSiteBee

-

Number of Recruited Bees for Elite Sites



r

-

Neighborhood Radius



rdamp

-

Neighborhood Radius damp rate

The readings assigned to different parameters are given below.












nVar = 5
VarMin = -10
VarMax = 10
MaxIt = 1000
nScoutBee = 30
nSelectedSite = round (0.5 * nScoutBee) = 15
nEliteSite = round (0.4 * nSelectedSite) = 6
nSelectedSiteBee = round(0.5 * nScoutBee) = 15
nEliteSiteBee = 2 * nSelectedSiteBee = 30
r = 0.1*(VarMax-VarMin)
rdamp = 0.95

Existing HBA algorithm
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of existing HBA algorithm [7, 8, 9].
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Fig. 1: Figure shows the flowchart of existing HBA algorithm
Fig. 2 below shows the initially calculated best cost as per existing HBA algorithm as
48.4561.

Fig. 2: Figure shows the readings of initial iterations
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Thereafter, the existing HBA algorithm undergoes multiple iterations (1000 in this case) and
the finally obtained best cost is 8.9449e-49 as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Figure shows the readings of final iterations
Fig. 4 shows the generated graph of existing HBA algorithm having number of iterations as
x-axis and the calculated best cost as y-axis.

Fig. 4: Figure shows the generated graph having number of iterations as x-axis and the
calculated best cost as y-axis.
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Modified HBA algorithm
Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of modified HBA algorithm.

Fig. 5: Figure shows the flowchart of modified HBA algorithm.
Fig. 6 shows the initial readings obtained as per modified HBA algorithm. The first iteration
calculates the best cost to 10.7814 as compared to 48.4561 in case of existing HBA
algorithm. So, the modified HBA algorithm reduced the best cost more than four times the
cost calculated by existing algorithm.
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Fig. 6: Figure shows the initial readings obtained as per modified HBA algorithm
Fig. 7 shows the final readings obtained after running multiple iterations (1000 in this case)
as per modified HBA algorithm. The last obtained iteration shows the calculated best cost as
low as 1.0607e-49 which is much lower than the 8.9449e-49 as calculated by existing HBA
algorithm.

Fig. 7: Figure shows the final readings obtained after running multiple iterations
Fig. 8 shows the generated graph of modified HBA algorithm having number of iterations as
x-axis and the calculated best cost as y-axis.
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Fig. 8: Figure shows the generated graph of modified HBA algorithm having number of
iterations as x-axis and the calculated best cost as y-axis.
Table 1 shows the comparative values obtained by executing two different algorithms under
study.
Table 1: Table shows best cost values obtained on executing algorithms under study at
iteration 1 and iteration 1000.
Iterations

Existing HBA algorithm

Modified HBA algorithm

Iteration 1

48.4561

10.7814

Iteration 1000

8.94E-49

1.06E-49

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows the graphical representation of the values mentioned in Table 1. Fig.
9 illustrates the iteration 1 readings and Fig. 10 shows the readings obtained at iteration 1000.
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Fig. 9: Figure shows the graphical representation of reading of best cost obtained against
iteration 1 on executing the two algorithms under study.

Fig. 10: Figure shows the graphical representation of reading of best cost obtained against
iteration 1000 on executing the two algorithms under study.
III. CONCLUSION
On the basis of the study conducted and the obtained readings, it can be concluded that
modified HBA algorithm in much more efficient in calculating best cost as compared to
conventional HBA algorithm.
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